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Coming to the Netherlands for my PhD was an unexpected, and great surprise. I arrived
without knowing much about Dutch people and their culture (apart from their fondness
for camping in France). My first impression was immediately positive, especially regarding
the working atmosphere, the amount of scientific exchange and the open–mindedness
of people. This first impression was luckily stronger than my amazement once I discov-
ered Dutch food habits and my first “Febo”, from where you can get unidentified food
items. For sure leaving this place is going to be painful, but I will keep plenty of great
memories.

This thesis was financed by the University of Groningen. I am grateful to
Staatsbosbeheer and the Royal Dutch Army “Koninklijke Landmacht”, especially to
Gerrit Altena, “Adjudant” Mekkering and Jan Willems for allowing us to do research in
the Lauwersmeer. The stay during the field season at the “Willem Lodewijk van Nassau
kazerne” was very convenient and I thank all the “huismeesters”, all the staff from the
“logistiek”, in particular Anne Visser, and all the staff from the “kantine” for their kind-
ness and their help during our stay.

I am also grateful to the members of my reading committee, Jan-Åke Nilsson, Marcel
Visser and Jean Clobert for the time spent on my thesis and their useful feedback.

The achievement of this thesis is the outcome of real team work. I was only one element
of this collective thinking and therefore I want to give special thanks to all my “tit” col-
laborators:

First of all, I would like to express my gratitude to Joost who played a major role in my
thesis. Joost, I enjoyed so much working with you, not only for your broad knowledge but
also because interacting with you was lots of fun! I grew enormously in my scientific
thinking and your intellectual rigour and integrity will remain an example to me. Thanks a
lot for all of that. I am looking forward to our future collaboration! Thanks also to Agnes
for all these nice dinners together.

I am grateful to Christiaan. I profited enormously from our discussions. Your sharpness
and endless creativity was a real motor in this team. The combination of having you and
Joost as main supervisors was the best a PhD student could wish for! Thanks a lot and I
wish you every success in your ongoing flycatcher work.

I also thank Jan for making this ambitious experiment possible! You also had an impor-
tant contribution to some of my chapters and brought some fun in our coffee breaks!
Thanks for this collaboration.

I thank Stephi, my Swiss PhD twin and illegal chocolate importer. We have shared a very
special adventure over these last 4 years. Not everybody can be proud of having swapped
more than 8900 nestlings together!! We learned a lot and this shared project succeed-
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ed thanks to our tight collaboration. Thanks also for all the nice dinners, Sinterklaas
parties etc. that you organized. I wish you good luck and success with your future proj-
ects.

Enormous thanks to Richard and Marco for assisting us in this crazy experiment. I real-
ize how lucky we were to have you two for continuously improving the database – which
made life so much easier for analyses, and for doing all the lab work! Richard, many
thanks also for the hard work in the field and for translating (and improving) my Dutch
summary.

Niels and Karen, our two strong “personality” people, also had an important place in my
project. Thanks for your participation in all our endless (but usefulJ) meetings. Karen I
really enjoyed our professional and personal conversations, I hope your American career
will keep you long in the research world. Niels I am very glad that you gave me the oppor-
tunity to go on with exciting research!

I am also happy that Reinder arrived to take over our project. Thanks for your collabora-
tion in the field and at the BC. I am looking forwards to seeing the outcome of your own
project! Good luck with the second part of your PhD.

And last but not least for this “tit group” I would like to thank all the “course” students,
master students and field/lab assistants that helped us collecting this massive amount
of data. I hope you learned from us as much as I learned from you. Many thanks to our
students: Ana Tocholska, Stefan Peneder, Marjan Bos, Jeroen Reimerink, Jan Plantiga
(cohort 2005); Kirsten Jalvingh, Egbert van der Velde, Lisette Woortman, Anna Harts,
Sander Beugels (cohort 2006), Alexandra Haydn, Bram Verheijen, Marlies Mulder, Thijs
Glazenborg, Jelmer Poelstra (cohort 2007), Anne Vollmer (winter 2005) and Bas van
Schooten (winter 2006), to our field assistants: Martin Keiser (2006&2007), Tamar
Lok (2005) and Jeroen Reimerink (2007) and to our seasonal lab assistants: Luc te
Marvelde and Kim Meijer.

I thank Suus and Joyce for their kindness and their precious help in finding my way in the
administrative maze. 

I also thank Dick Visser for making the lay-out and the beautiful figures of my thesis.

When I arrived in Groningen in autumn 2004, Maaike (de E.) housed me for a while and
was the first to introduce me to the Dutch culture. Thanks for these “gezellige”
moments. Later on I enjoyed very much our discussions. You are a special person and
meeting you here was a great experience. 

Cas and Eelke, you took me ‘under your wings’ when I arrived in the lab by taking me to the
coffee breaks, sharing stupid jokes and making me feel comfortable right away. I really
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appreciated it. My “bad words” vocabulary has also improved significantly since I have
known you and Götz. I wonder who’s going to teach me all that once I’m gone. Luckily
there are probably dirty and cynical minds elsewhere too! Götz, your fancy moves became
a legend here!  Eelke I also enjoyed a lot sharing our last phase PhD stress. Our daily dis-
cussions were stimulating. I’m looking forward to see the final version of your special
spatial thesis and read your stellingen!

Cas and Götzi it was real fun to be your paranimf. A good training for my own “show”!

A PhD would not be success without an accomplished social life. Thanks for the “oldies”
that were there when I freshly arrived and that integrated me into the local PhD life; in
particular (not mentioned yet) Lyanne & Martijn v/d P. (all jungle speed lovers are my
friend! See you in Australia?!), Lucky Luc (poker freak), Peter D. (our party animal), Peter
K. (freshly shepherd), Martijn S. (DJ, singer and professional stukje maker) and Popko
(looks always good with a Mexican hat). 

Many other people contributed later to the nice atmosphere, the cosy borrels or the ping
pong time. Whatever the season, Janske, you brought the warm Seychelles feeling with
you! Thanks for your inexhaustible positivity – and the nice ‘chicken talks’-, I hope you
find your place in the sun. Grrrroeee! Thanks also to Maaike V. (our official “baby sitter”),
Sjoerd & Roelie, Frits (secret coffee maker), Julia, Yvonne, Chris & Arne (not in the field?),
Liz, Kevin, Kobus (when is the next BBQ?), Elske, Oscar, Pedro, Caroline, Jeroen, Amanda,
Carlos, Martijn H., Jildou and the other members of the Animal Ecology group.

Special thanks to the “cow girls” with whom I shared relaxing moments: Roos, Claudia,
Kirsten, Audrey, Danka, Marielle, Asia and Nina. 
Roos I enjoyed a lot chatting with you. You’re a real sweet person and I hope you`ll man-
age to find the best for you, between Groningen and Texel.

Of course I am very pleased that Tamar and Nick accepted the important task of being
my paranimfen. Your friendship was an important element of my PhD time and cutting
Bobby’s head probably one of the most memorable moments! Tamar, the improvised
evenings in our place were always great fun and I’ll remember long the hilarious moment of
you being covered by spoonbill puke. Nick, I enjoyed very much your vibrant -British- sense
of humour and I hope to see you one day behind the steering wheel of a red London bus…
Enormous thanks also for checking the English of many parts of my thesis and for killing
me on the squash court.

From my time in Montpellier, I would like to thank Pierre Jouventin, Paul Nolan and Steve
Dobson for putting me on the tracks of research. Thanks for the trust you showed in me
at that time.
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Leaving your country makes you realize what is essential. Many thanks to the friends
and the family that supported me by distance or came here. Un grand merci à Marie,
Olivier, Gaga, Fred et la Pouille qui êtes venus me ravitailler en bons produits du terroir
–on n`oubliera pas de si tôt les effets secondaires des soirées néerlandaises! Autres
cro-cros de mon cœur je pense aussi à vous. Bien que loin des yeux, Sophie, Claire et
Emilie vous restez près du cœur! Merci a mes pyrénéistes préférés Eléonore et Stéphane
à qui la distance ne fait pas peur. A bientôt, ici ou dans le sud. La visite tourbillonnante
de Sandrine et sa famille et les visites surprises de Wei & Gaëlle, Vincent & Céline res-
teront de très bons souvenirs de cette vie au pays plat. A bientôt en d`autres lieux!

Ik will Jannie, Klaas, Ingrid, Dirk, Opoe en de kinderen bedanken. Zei maakten dat ik me
thuis voelde op het platteland!

Et puis bien sur, presque inutile de dire que je ne serais jamais arrivée là sans l`amour et
le soutient sans faille de mes parents et de ma sœur. Mille mercis pour tout (et pour la
relecture difficile de mon résumé de thèse!). Jean-François, merci aussi pour les conseils
« artistiques » !

Last but not least, thanks to my Peter Pan who shares my life. We similarly refuse to
grow up, hidden in our little island of Neverland1. Let’s stay young for ever…

1ref. to J.M. Barrie only…

Marion, Garnwerd, 19 July 2009.
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